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For those interested in rearning more about the

topic of mcral injur.y, Litz et al. (2009) provide a
comprehensive review, complete with working
definitions, prior research in related areas, a
preliminary conceptual model, and intervention
suggestions. Ttre conceptual model posits that

)\\

experience is at odds with core ethical and moral
beliefs is called moral injury.
More specifically, moral injury has been defined as
"perpetrating, failino to prevent, bearing lvitness to,
or learning about aots that transgress deeply held
moral beliefs anct e>.pectations" (Litz et al., 2009).
Various acts of commisslon or omission may set the

framework posed by Litz et al. suggests that

stage for the de'relol;ment of moral injury. Betrayal
on either a persona! or an organizational level can
also act as a prccipitant. On a concep!.ralJeve!.
moral injury is different from long-es
. For

@

tal disorder that
requires a diagnosis, moral injury is a dim;nsional
problem. There is no thresfrold for establishing the
presence of moral injrrry; rathe". at a given point in
time, a Veteran may have none, or have mild to
extreme manifestations. Furthermore, transgression
is not necessary for a PTSD cliagnosis ncr does
PTSD sufficiently capture moral injunr, or the shame,
guilt, and self-handicapping behaviors that often
accompany moral injury.

inter-disciplinary fashion about helping repair the
moral wounds of war. Litz et al. argue that existing
PTSD treatment frameworks may not sufficien|y
target moral injury.
As a first

moral ini

Drescher et al. (201 1)
interviews
religious professionals who work with
Cr
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morally injurious events are more guilt- and stle
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moratty rnjurious acts such as kilins and atrocities are

enemycombata(@cidentsinvolvingothermentalhealthproblemsanddebilitatingoutcomes,
civilians (e.9., destruction of civilian property and assault), and
within-rankviolence (e.g., military sexual trauma, friendly fire, and
fragging)' The authors suggest that an important next step would

The link between guilt and suicide, a putative outcome stemming
from morar injury, is also an important area of inquiry. Fontana et al.

b."to@ttheirexperiencestohelp(1992)hiqhIiqhtedhowdifferenttrallm2t\/nocaanlaaAtnrlirlorca
",V-\\^2..\mentalhealthandfunctionaloUtcomes.Theyfoundthatbeing
";^.;".(1992)highlightedhowdifferenttraumatypeScanleadtodiverse

:i::::i:i::l':r:':i:':::1:::"t::':-::::'.,:9i':'ffi*.c\^'{d'"flffi:lilJ"'"i:iffi8I[il:i:ffi::T::J[::ffi?
of moral injury, and the results of this inquiry fit
was associated with general psychological distress and suicide
ofrLL?rTodel

ni,

des:

ociat l,

symptoms, and self-deprecation.
; these
can be categorized into spiritually directed, socially directed, and
individually directed interventions. This last point emphasizes that
in addition to traditional individual-based therapies, interventions
for moral injury should be consrdered across multiple disciplines
(e'9 , involving spiritual leaders), and that collaborative work across
multiple systems may lead to the best results (i.e., multidisciplinary
effort that also considers social systems in which the individual is
based and can receive help and support).

A number of studies have empirically demonstrated the potential
moral tnjuries of war. For example, several articles have

attempts. ln a related study, Hendin and Haas (1 991)found that
combat guilt was the most significant predictor of both suicide
attempts and preoccupation with suicide, suggesting that guilt
may be an important mediator. The authors also reported that for
a significant percentage of the suicidal Veterans, the killing of

women and children occurred while feeling emotionally out of
control due to fear or rage. This suggesis that killing of women
and children-arguably moratty injurious events-may be
associated with guilt feelings. A more recent study of service
members who have recently returned from war suggests that the
relationship between killing and suicide may be mediated by
PTSD and depression (Maguen, Luxton et al., 201 1).
The lnterpersonal-psychological Theory of suicide (reviewed by
Selby et al., 2010) offers an important backdrop within which to

documented.n","',.,ong,digestsomeofthesefindings.ThetheoryalsofitsweIlwiththe
^r ^),,^-^^ ^..#4rmodel of moral injr,rry. According to the

theory, three factors are

::::?:i:]:|T:?:jimvenwhe1,aSSociatedwithsuicide:teering:il,.;;;;;.noi"u"long*itl.,
accounting
for other exposures to combat within a larger model.
other people, feelings ilrat one is a burden on others

Subsequent studies have expanded upon these findings,
demonstrating a relationship between killing and a host of other
mental health and functioning variables' ln Vietnam Veterans, after
controlling for exposure to general combat experiences, killing
was assocrated with posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms,

dissociation, functional impairment, and violent

behaviors

";;;",;;;
and an acquired capability to overcome the fear and pain
associated with suicide. The authors suggest that of all factors,
acquired capability may be the most associated with military
experience because combat exposure and training may cause
habituation to fear of painful experiences, including suicide.

Consequenfly, killing behaviors, through a series of other mediators,

outcome was stronger

wu"d.'kIHontooneself.lrrterestingly,findingsfromKillgoreatal.(200B)
llffilIlretUrrllrlgUlrVeIerans,-QT?ttereontrolIingSuggeStthatsuicideisnottheonlyhigh-riskoutcomeofconcern;

forcombatexposure,Maguenetal.(2010) foundthattaking,

another lire was a sisniricant predictor or prsD
alcohol abuse, anger, and relationship problems. tn curr war
veterans, killlng was a significant predictor of posttrauma,r" |
stress symptoms, frequency and quantity of alcohol use, ano I
problem alcohol use, even after statistical control for perceive&I

"rr!,"r',' [ , 1

danger,exposuretodeathanddying,andwitnessingkillingof
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fellow soldiers (Maguen, Vogt et al., 201 1).).

indeedavarietyofarguablymorallyinjuriouscombatactions

:::t:;
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exposure to violent combat, killing another person, and contact
with high levels of human trauma were associated with greater
post-deployment risk-taking in a number of different domains.

Th"reisalsoaseriesofarticlesthatpointtoimportantpotentialI
mediators within the context of moral injury. Beckham

and

I
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":-ryry"" ",
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maladaptive
t

were associated with PTSD symptoms, guilt, and

*:l combat-related guilt
:Y:t::t;^Yit::1,1i
lr^.19]
1:::oparticipation in abusive
mediated the association
between

vlolence and both PTSD and MDD. ln analyses to further explore
which components of PTSD were most important, Beckham and

:5:::T:::,::,::i:.V"-:.,::

that atrocities u:."

*o:t.

l:::gavoidance, rather than with
associated with re-experiencing and
hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD, which follows logically given

;:J:".13;i;

found that dlfficulty with any kind of forgiveness was associated
with prSD and depression and that difficutty with setf-forsivenes,
""
was associated with anxiety. Religious coping seemeo"i; ;
prsD
associated with
.yrjtor" but the authors cautioned that
this relationship should be explored in greater detail. lndeed, this

;;;i,;;;;;;; ;Hil,,il"";

to be exptored. For exampte, many of the pre_existing morats

anr-

values that are transgressed in war stem from religious o"r*iand faith practices. Retigion and spirituality are critical componentl
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of moral injury. More research is
needed to better understand
how these factors shape beliefs,
,ttrlOrti"rilni coping in tf,e
aftermath of a moral injury.

atrocities exposure was related
t
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Bias/Responsibirity and
wrongdoing. These
of prevgu,gfesearch conductec
i regarding atrocities "r"
exposure and PTSD.
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and morally.

However, research about
the link between combat and
cspirituallyin morality and spiritualjty
is lackjng.
Morat
Moralinjury
iniurvis
is a consrrucr
concr.,^r that
,^-..1::?"t
we have proposedto ."";.,rJ1,lr",i,lliill;
individual,s sense of personal
morality and capacity to behave
in a just manner.
As a first step in construct
val
we asked a diverse group
of health and
religious professionals *,,,,,
n.]^1"lon'
years of service to active
cluty warriors and
veterans to provide
injury Respondents were given
"orr"n,u''"
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semistructured interview
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and the lasting sequelae
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working definition to be inadequate.

To summarize, the scientific
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et al.,200gl and
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R. (j999). A model of war
zone stressors and

posttraumatic stress
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unanswered
important questions regarding ttre
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of resources in
the envjronment.
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Further.development of intervention
studies that branch out from
the traditional fear-base

l;;il;-;;;#:-:.:'.""1},ff
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I are also
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important. We are pilot-testing
a treatment module
roc

use
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that
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into existing evidence_based treatment
for pTSD. Research
involving larger systems that can
facilitate *"ouury from moral
injury is also needed, particLrlarly u"ro..
JL"lpfrJs that integrate
leaders from faith-based and spirituut
as well as
other communities from which individurf.
"on,rrnitl",
,""k ,rpport. At this
point in the development of the
construct .f -.r"i injury there
unanswered questions that need
further development.
31" :nrny
We hope this forum can serve as
a startjng point for continued
empirical work in this important area.

Beckham, J_ C_, Feldman, M. E., &
Kirby, A. C. (i998). Atrocities exposure
in Vietnam combat veterans with
chronic posttraumatic

stress disorder;
Relationship to combat exposure,
symptom severity, guilt, and interpersonal

violence. Journat of Traumatic Stress,
t t , ttt_tAS. aoi: lO.tOZSZAip4{QQlgglq.
Vietnam combat veterans (N 151)
with chronic
=
measures
of atrocities exposure, combat exposure, pTSD
"O
symptom severity,
guilt and
interpersonal violence. pTSD symptom
severity, guilt and interpersonal violence
rates were simirar to prevrousry reported
studies that examined treatment seeking
combat veterans with eTSD. Controlling
for combat exposure,
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these experiences
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traumas are organized in terms of
four roles that veterans played ln
X,,".u"],
the
initiation of death and injury; namery,
target, observer, agent, and fairure.
These
roles can be ordered in terms of the
degree * puo*uir""Oonsibiljty
involved
in the initiation of death and injury.
The rerationships of these rores
to current
symptomatology were examined in
combination with a set of objective
measures
of war zone stressors. The sample consisted
of the first t,ZJg Vletnam ti,eate,
veterans who were assessed in a
national evaluation of the PTSD
Clinical Teams
initjatjve of the Department of Veterans
Affairs. Results show that having been
a
target ol others, attempts to kill or
injure is related ,or" ,niqr"fy than
any other
role to symptoms that are diagnostic
critena for pTSD. On the other hand,
having
been an agent of killing and having
been a failure at Oruu"n,,nn death
and injury
are related more strongly than other
roles to general O"r"n,uir," distress
and
suicide attempts. These results support
the jnterpretation that roles involvjng
low personar responsibirity for the injtiation
of traLrmas ,ry LJ"onnu"tuo ,o"t

distinctivery to symptoms diagnostic
of prsD, whereas rores invorving high
personal responsibility may
be connected as much to comorbid psychiatric
symptoms, including suicidal behavior,
as to pTSD.
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Nash, W., Lebowjtz, L., Amidon, A.,
Lansing, A., er at.
lr press). Adaptive Disclosure: An
open trial of a novel exfosure_based
intervention ror service members *ir.,
injuries. Behavior Therapy. doi: 10.1016/j.beth.2O.l1.Og.OOi.
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effectiveness of a novel intervention
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contlnued

problenrs such as posl-traumatic stress disorder, depression, and anxiety when
soldiers return home. Another important health consequence of combat exposure
involves the potential for increased risk-taking propensity and unsafe behavior
among returning service members. Survey responses regarding 37 different
combat experiences were collected lrom 1,252 US Army soldiers immediately
upon return home from combat deployment during Operation lraqi Freedorn.
A second survey lhat included the Evaluation of Risks Scale (EVAR) and questions
about recent risky behavior was administered to these same soldiers 3 months
after the initial post-deployment survey. Combat experiences were reduced to
seven factors using principal components analysis and used to predict postdeployment risk-propensity scores. Although effect stzes were stnall, specific
combat experiences, including greater exposure to violenl combat, killing another
person, and contact with high leveis of human trauma, were predictive of qreater

risk-taking propensity after homecoming. Greater exposure to these combat
experiences was also predicttve o{ actual risk-related behaviors in the preceding
month, including more frequent and greater quantities ol alcohol use and increased
verbal and physical aggression toward others. Exposure to violent combat, human
trauma, and having direct responsibility lor taking the life ol anolher person may alter
an individual's perceived threshold of invincibility and slightly increase the propensity
to engage in risky behavior upon returning home after wartime deployment. Findings
highlight the impofiance of education and counseling lor returning service rnembers
to mitigate the public health consequences of elevaied risk-propensity associatecl
with combat erg6sure.

Macffir, R. M. (2002). Perpetration-induced traumatic stress in combat

{

ierans. Peace and Conflict: Journal of Peace Psychology, 8,63-72.
doi: 10.1 207lS1 5327949PAC0801_6. The hypothesis that PTSD associaied
with killing is more severe than that associated with other tralrmas causing
PTSD was tested on US govenrment data from Vietnam War velerans. This large
stratified random sample, the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment StLldy,
allows for generalizable findings. Results showed that PTSD scores were higher
for those who said they killed compared to those who did not. Scores were even
higher for those u;ho said they were directly involved in atrocities compared to
those who only saw them. PTSD scores also remained high for those who sald they
had killed, but in traditional combat form. The data did not support the alternative
that higher battle intensity or a predisposition to over-reporting of
might account for these {indings.

gney, J. P, Stuewig, J., & Mashek, D. J. (2007). Moral emotions and moral
behauior, Annual Review of Psychology, 58, 345-372. doi: 1 0.1 1 46lannurev.psych.
56.091 103.070145. Moral emotions represent a key element of our human moral
apparatus, influencing the link between moral standards and moral behavior.
This chapter reviews currenl theory and research on moral emotions. We first
focus on a triad ol negatively valenced self-conscious emotions-shame, guilt,
and embarrassment. As in previous decades, much research remains focused
on shame and guilt. We review current thinking on the distinction between
shame and guilt, and the relative advarltages and disadvantages of these two
moral emotions. Several new areas of research are highlighted: research on the
domain specific phenomenon of body shame, styles of coping with shame,
psychobiological aspects of shame, the link between childhood abuse and later
proneness to shame, and the phenomena of vicarious or "collective" experiences
)f shame and guilt. ln recent years, the concepl of moral emotions has been
oxpanded to include several posilive emotions-elevation, gratitude, and the
Sometimes morally relevant experience of pride. Finally, we discuss briefly a
n orally relevant emotional process- other-oriented empathy.
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